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PROUDLY BUILT IN THE BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS



We live in an age of consumerism where the natural instinct in all of us to is to buy, buy, buy.  Most 
of us upgrade unnecessarily and shelve items that haven’t come close to the end of their useful lives.  
Manufacturers across all industries push to make products that last just long enough to exceed the 
warranty or minimal expectations for how long a product should last.  
Customers are used to products breaking and warranties expiring.  Many companies succeed by pushing 
customers to spend money year after year on products that aren’t better than what they’ve produced 
previously.
Our goal is not to get you to buy more, rather our goal is to ensure that if you choose to purchase a Shrewd 
product, you’re able to purchase less.  Our products stay in our product line for years, many times lasting 
for over a decade, and our support for these products extend well beyond the time where they’re pulled 
from our catalog and price lists. 
At Shrewd, we build products to last, we only launch new versions of products that are substantially better 
than what we’ve produced previously, we’re honest about how they compare to previous versions and if 
something goes wrong with a piece of Shrewd gear we’ll fix it rather than try to sell you something new.
Our responsibility as a company is to make high quality products that last for years so you don’t have to 
buy more.
Buy Smart, Purchase Less, Shoot More

BUY SMART
PURCHASE LESS
SHOOT MORE
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STABILIZERS
Proudly built in the Blue Ridge Mountains
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OUR MOST COMPLETE STABILIZER SYSTEM

Truss Dampening System
Proprietary internally 

tapered carbon 

THE ALL NEW

RevX

STS Carbon HiLo-S Damper Tungsten Weights
Externally adjustable 

passive vibration damper
High density weights for 

optimal stability
Internal vibration 

dampening system



INCLUDED TUNGSTEN WEIGHTS//

SLIDE OVER HILO-S DAMPER//

INTERNAL TRUSS DAMPENING SYSTEM//

.630” OD - STS CARBON//

The all new RevX series stabilizer was designed to be a multi-discipline 
stabilizer that transcends what previously had been designed for the 

compound and recurve markets.  Utilizing our proprietary .630” diameter 
STS carbon the RevX series stabilizers bridge the gap between recurve and 
compound archers to create a stabilizer system that is just as capable at 

winning Olympic medals as it is dominating 3D podiums.
STS carbon utilizes an internally tapered carbon composite that maximizes 

rigidity while minimizing overall stabilizer weight.  The internal addition of our 
signature Truss Dampening System combines with the STS carbon to produce a 

stabilizer with unrivaled dampening abilities.
Every RevX stabilizer comes stock with 3 – 1 ounce tungsten weights, 4 – 1/3 

ounce aluminum weights and a slide over HiLo-S damper.
The RevX stabilizer combines our 25 years of stabilizer experience with input 
from the world’s best to create our most complete stabilizer system to date.

Put simply, the RevX is designed to dominate.

DESIGNED TO DOMINATE

WHAT’S INCLUDED // 5/16” - 24 x 3” STAINLESS STEEL THREADED ROD //  3 - 1 OUNCE TUNGSTEN WEIGHTS // 4 - 1/3 OUNCE MATTE BLACK ALUMINUM WEIGHTS // HILO-S DAMPER

AVAILABLE IN // 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 15”, 18”, 20”, 22”, 24”, 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36”
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“New technology in archery has become 
hard to come by but Shrewd knocked it 

out of the park with the RevX.”
- Reo Wilde

“The RevX is the bar I’ve been waiting 
for.  I get all the benefits of a stiff bar 

and zero vibration.  Perfection!”
- Brady Ellison

“STS carbon combined with the 
Truss Dampening System creates an 
absolutely dead in the hand feel.” 

- Jack Williams

“I’ve shot a lot of different stabilizers 
over the years, but the Shrewd RevX 

bar is a cut above the rest.”
- Christopher Perkins



BUILD IT

BETTER

Put simply our design ethos centers around the phrase “Build it 
Better”.  If we can’t produce something better than what exists on 
the market we don’t produce it.  The RevX series stabilizers are the 
epitome of our design mantra and the finished product is the result 
of years of research, multiple carbon manufacturers and hundreds 

of hours of testing.  The RevX series is the 44th iteration of the 
STS carbon alone that were tested and proven on the bows of the 

world’s best.
Before even going to market the RevX had set a new world record 

on the bow of Jack Williams, won the Texas Shootout on Reo Wilde’s 
rig and had Brady Ellison saying it was the best stabilizer he had 

ever shot.
The success of the RevX stabilizer centers around our desire to 

Build it Better in everything that we do.



SAVE MONEY, BANK THE RESULTS

THE ALL NEW

S2

Truss Dampening SystemHigh Modulus Carbon Adjustable Weights CNC Machined End Caps
Ultra-rigid carbon 

composite
Fully adjustable weight 

system
CNC machined external end 

caps
Internal vibration 

dampening system



HIGH MODULUS CARBON//

TRUSS DAMPENING SYSTEM//

ADJUSTABLE WEIGHT SYSTEM//

CNC MACHINED END CAPS//

The all new S2 series stabilizer was built to perform without breaking the 
bank.  Constructed of a high modulus carbon spun off from the RevX project, 
the S2 series stabilizers are built on a .630” diameter carbon platform fully 

capable of dominating podiums around the world.
Like the RevX, the S2 series stabilizers feature our proprietary Truss 

Dampening System and are designed to provide the dampening abilities that 
Shrewd stabilizers are known for.

Each S2 stabilizer comes stock with 3 - 1 ounce stainless steel weights, 2 - 1/3 
ounce aluminum weights and a 3” threaded rod to allow the addition of more 

weights.
The S2 is a high-performance stabilizer designed to break records, not your 

bank account.

TAKE IT TO THE BANK

AVAILABLE IN // 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 18”, 20”, 22”, 24”, 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36”

WHAT’S INCLUDED // 5/16” - 24 x 3” STAINLESS STEEL THREADED ROD //  3 - 1 OUNCE STAINLESS STEEL WEIGHTS // 2 - 1/3 OUNCE GLOSS BLACK ALUMINUM WEIGHTS18



PREMIER MODULUS CARBON//

4 OUNCES OF INCLUDED WEIGHT//

INTERNAL TRUSS DAMPENING SYSTEM//

REINFORCED INTERNAL END CAP//

.706” diameter premier modulus carbon creates an 
extremely rigid stabilization platform.

Our proprietary Truss Dampening System spans the length 
of every Onyx stabilizer to eliminate vibration.

Each Onyx comes with 3 - 1 ounce stainless steel weights 
and 3 - 1/3 ounce matte black aluminum weights.  

An internal end cap on the bow end of the stabilizer 
reinforces the carbon to allow shooters to use more 

weight than ever before.

ONYX SERIES

ADJUSTABLE WEIGHT SYSTEM

Peter Elzinga //

WHAT’S INCLUDED // 5/16” - 24 x 3” STAINLESS STEEL THREADED ROD //  3 - 1 OUNCE STAINLESS STEEL WEIGHTS // 3 - 1/3 OUNCE MATTE BLACK ALUMINUM WEIGHTS

AVAILABLE IN // 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 18”, 20”, 22”, 24”, 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36”

INTERNAL END CAP
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HIGH MODULUS CARBON//

5 OUNCES OF INTERCHANGEABLE WEIGHT //

PRE-APPLIED CARBON GRAPHICS //

INCLUDED DOINKER® A-BOMB//

.500” diameter high modulus carbon offers our best size 
to strength ratio for weight and wind conscious archers.

For the first time a Shrewd stabilizer will ship with a 
unique pre-applied sealed carbon graphic.

Each Revel comes stock with 2 - 2 ounce stainless steel 
weights, a Doinker® A-Bomb and 2 - 1/2 ounce anodized 

black weights.

An included Doinker® A-Bomb works alongside the high 
modulus Carbon to eliminate vibration.

REVEL SERIES

HIGH MODULUS CARBON

PRE-APPLIED CARBON GRAPHICS

ADJUSTABLE WEIGHT SYSTEM

DOINKER® A-BOMB

Lisa Unruh //

WHAT’S INCLUDED // DOINKER® A-BOMB // 2 - 2 OUNCE STAINLESS STEEL WEIGHTS // 2 - 1/2 OUNCE ALUMINUM BLACK WEIGHTS 

AVAILABLE IN // 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34” // REX EXTENDERS AVAILABLE IN // 3”, 4”, 5”
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LASER INDICATOR LINES //

LOCKING SUPPORT SHELF //

The support shelf on the locking collar of the REX 
Extender is designed to work seamlessly with the 
Riot v-bar, Atlas double v-bar or any bracket ¾” 
thick and can be flipped 180° to accommodate 
any size bracket. Machined from a solid bar of 

6061-T6 aluminum and featuring all stainless-steel 
hardware.

THE REX

AVAILABLE IN // 3”, 4”, 5” // MATTE BLACK, GLOSS BLACK

Tom Stanwood //
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STABILIZER
ACCESSORIES
Proudly built in the Blue Ridge Mountains
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ANTI-WALKOUT WASHER//

CLAMP SYSTEM //

QUICK DISCONNECT //

DROP-STOPPER SHELF //

Included universal, self-retaining washer recesses in a 
machined counterbore to prevent unwanted stabilizer 

movement.

The Clamp System utilizes a unique clamp/taper hybrid 
system resulting in an obscenely strong, yet lightweight 

package.

Perpendicular to the mounting plane, the Drop-Stopper 
shelf sits snug against the side of the riser and prevents 

the v-bar from dropping.

Built in quick disconnect and included barrel nut makes 
adding and removing a stabilizer a breeze.

Chance Beaubouef //

WHAT’S INCLUDED // V-BAR // MOUNTING HARDWARE // BARREL NUT // SELF-RETAINING WASHER

AVAILABLE IN // MATTE BLACK, GLOSS BLACK
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ANTI-WALKOUT WASHER//

CLAMP SYSTEM //

QUICK DISCONNECT //

DROP-STOPPER SHELF //

Included universal, self-retaining washer recesses in a 
machined counterbore to prevent unwanted stabilizer 

movement.

The Clamp System utilizes a unique clamp/taper hybrid 
system resulting in an obscenely strong, yet lightweight 

package.

Perpendicular to the mounting plane, the Drop-Stopper 
shelf sits snug against the side of the riser and prevents 

the v-bar from dropping.

Built in quick disconnect and included barrel nut makes 
adding and removing a stabilizer a breeze.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // V-BAR // MOUNTING HARDWARE // BARREL NUT // SELF-RETAINING WASHER

AVAILABLE IN // MATTE BLACK
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CLAMP SYSTEM //

INCLUDED REMOVABLE WRIST SLING //

QUICK DISCONNECTS //

LASER INDICATOR LINES //

Included universal, self-retaining washer recesses in a 
machined counterbore to prevent unwanted stabilizer 

movement.

The Clamp System utilizes a unique clamp/taper hybrid 
system resulting in an obscenely strong, yet lightweight 

package.

Laser engraved indicator lines provide archers with a 
precise and easily repeatable reference.

Built in quick disconnects and included barrel nuts makes 
adding and removing stabilizers a breeze.

Mackenzie Brown //

WHAT’S INCLUDED // V-BAR // MOUNTING AND WRIST SLING HARDWARE // BARREL NUT (X2) // SELF-RETAINING WASHER (X2) // WRIST SLING

AVAILABLE IN // MATTE BLACK, GLOSS BLACK
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Single Adjustable V-Bar
Fully adjustable, ambidextrous single v-bar.  Features vertical and horizontal adjustment.  Available in gloss black and matte black.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // V-BAR // MOUNTING HARDWARE // BARREL NUT

Double Adjustable V-Bar
Fully adjustable, ambidextrous double v-bar.  Features vertical and horizontal adjustment.  Available in gloss black.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // V-BAR // MOUNTING HARDWARE // BARREL NUT (X2)

STABILIZER ACCESSORIES

Stainless Steel Modular Weights
The stainless steel modular weights thread into one another to avoid having a long threaded rod.  Gloss black modular weights are made of aluminum.  

Weights are available in 1/2, 2, 3 and 4 ounce increments.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // WEIGHTS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Tungsten 1 oz & 4oz Weights
1-ounce and 4-ounce tungsten end weight with 5/16” - 24 threads.  Tungsten minimizes overall weight length as each 4-ounce weight is 1” in diameter 

and .526” long.  Each 1-ounce weight is 1” in diameter and .140” long

WHAT’S INCLUDED // WEIGHTS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY // 5/16” - 24 x 1/2” SOCKET HEAD SET SCREW
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Disconnects
Quick disconnects include a matching flush barrel nut, and are available in straight, 8 degree and 20 degree down angles.  Straight and 8 degree 

disconnects are available in matte black, gloss purple, gloss red, gloss black, gloss lime green and gloss blue.  
20 degree disconnect available in gloss black only.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // DISCONNECT // MOUNTING HARDWARE // BARREL NUT

Stainless Steel Weights - Silver
Stainless steel end weights are available in 1, 2, 3 and 4 ounce increments.  5/16” - 24 threads.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // WEIGHTS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Riot V-Bar
The perfect compliment to the Revel stabilizers.  Blue, black and red colors are available in: 40°x0°, 40°x10°, 45°x0° and 45°x10° configurations.

Gold v-bar available only in 35°x15°.   

WHAT’S INCLUDED // V-BAR // 5/16” - 24 STAINLESS STEEL ATTACHMENT BOLT

Stainless Steel Weights - Matte Black
Stainless steel end weights are available in 1, 2, 3 and 4 ounce increments.  5/16” - 24 threads.   

WHAT’S INCLUDED // WEIGHTS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

STABILIZER ACCESSORIES
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Aluminum Weights
The aluminum end weights are available in 1 ounce and 1/3 ounce options.  Available in gloss red, gloss orange, gloss gold, gloss lime green, gloss blue, 

gloss pink, gloss purple and gloss black.  5/16” - 24 threads

WHAT’S INCLUDED // WEIGHTS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

STABILIZER ACCESSORIES

Stainless Steel Weights - Yellow
Stainless steel yellow end weights are available in a 1 ounce option with 5/16” - 24 threads.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // WEIGHTS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

HiLo-S Damper
The all new HiLo-S damper is an adjustable vibration 

damper designed to slide over the carbon and provide 
additional dampening capabilities without adding 

unnecessary length to the stabilizer.  While the HiLo-S 
Damper was designed specifically for the RevX and S2 
stabilizers it can be used on most stabilizers with an 

outside diameter of .630”-.730”.
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Team Shrewd
We’re a company built around great products and better people.  
We believe in building the highest quality gear possible and 

surrounding that gear with the best Team possible.  
Team Shrewd is the culmination of years of work to align our 
brand with individuals that are not only great archers, but also 
incredible people.  We’re proud to be a family owned business 
and this freedom enables us to be selective in who is part of 
our Team and in turn a representation of the Shrewd family.  

The 2020 iteration of Team Shrewd is a fantastic group of 
archers that all have a passion for archery, American made 

products and doing things the right way.  
We’re beyond proud to have grown the Team and can’t wait to 

see all that 2020 brings. 



SCOPES
Proudly built in the Blue Ridge Mountains
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LIGHT KIT INSTALLATION PORT//

REMOVABLE PIN RING SYSTEM //

ADJUSTABLE FIBER COVER //

8 PIN POSITION SYSTEM//

Each Optum pin system includes a light installation port 
for easy addition and removal of most light systems.  No 

more tedious installs or removals.

With the removal of 2 screws, a new pin system can be 
installed and immediately used.  This means multiple pin 

sizes and fibers can be used in seconds.

A sliding fiber cover on top of each pin system covers 
preinstalled tubing that wraps around the exterior of the 
scope.  With a simple twist, light can be easily adjusted.

As the Optum pin system is turned, different numbers 
become visible to indicate each specific position enabling 

easy repeatability among scopes.

Michael Braden //

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SCOPE BODY // GREEN (X2), RED & BLUE ACRYLIC LEVEL // 10-32 X 1 1/4” 18-8 SS BHCS // 10-32 X 2” 18-8 SS BHCS //  PIN RING // HEX KEY //  BLUE, ORANGE & GREEN FIBER

AVAILABLE IN // FORGE GREY, CRIMSON RED, BLACK, P-51 EDITION // RH, LH (BLACK ONLY) // NO PIN, .010”, .015”, .019”, .029”
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LIGHT KIT INSTALLATION PORT// 35mm Left - 40mm Right //

We’re proud to be a veteran founded company 
and are grateful to have the opportunities 

that we do because of our veterans and active 
military. As a company built by veterans, we feel 
it’s our duty to support our veterans and active 

military and we’re honored to offer a P-51 edition 
Optum scope inspired by the P-51 Mustang 

“Shark Mouth” aircraft.
Sold with all the features that make the Optum 
series scopes the industry standard, the P-51 

edition Optum scope combines adjustable 
efficiency with patriotic pride.

For every P-51 Edition Optum scope sold 25% 
of sales will be donated to the Hope for the 

Warriors Foundation.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SCOPE BODY // GREEN (X2), RED & BLUE ACRYLIC LEVEL // 10-32 X 1 1/4” 18-8 SS BHCS // 10-32 X 2” 18-8 SS BHCS //  PIN RING // HEX KEY //  BLUE, ORANGE & GREEN FIBER

AVAILABLE IN // P-51 EDITION // 35mm, 40mm // RH // NO PIN, .010”, .015”, .019”, .029”

P51 EDITION
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NOMAD SERIES
35MM AND 42MM ID//

8 RAZOR PIN POSITIONS // INTERCHANGEABLE LEVELS//

Available in a 35mm or 42mm inside diameter, the Nomad 
series scopes are ideal for 3D archery.

Each scope is threaded to accept a variety of sunshades 
on both the target and eye side of the scope.

The stock razor pin included with each scope can be 
easily moved to one of 8 different pin positions.

The included green, blue and red level can be swapped at 
a moment’s notice depending on a shooter’s preference.

Tim Gillingham //

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SCOPE BODY // GREEN, RED & BLUE ACRYLIC LEVEL // 10-32 X 1 1/4” 18-8 STAINLESS STEEL BHCS // 10-32 X 2” 18-8 STAINLESS STEEL BHCS //  RAZOR PIN //  BLUE, ORANGE & GREEN FIBER

AVAILABLE IN // 42mm, 35mm // RH, LH // .010”, .015”, .019”, .029”, .039”, .060”, .120” 

SUNSHADE AND LENS COMPATIBLE //
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29mm ID//

8 RAZOR PIN POSITIONS //

SUNSHADE AND LENS COMPATIBLE //

INTERCHANGEABLE LEVELS//

A 29mm inside diameter makes the Mini-Mag the perfect 
scope for any archery discipline.

Each scope is threaded to accept a variety of sunshades 
on both the target and eye side of the scope.

The included green, blue and red level can be swapped at 
a moment’s notice depending on a shooter’s preference.

The stock razor pin included with each scope can be 
easily moved to one of 8 different pin positions.

THE MINI-MAG
Stephan Hansen //

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SCOPE BODY // GREEN, RED & BLUE ACRYLIC LEVEL // 10-32 X 1 1/4” 18-8 STAINLESS STEEL BHCS // 10-32 X 2” 18-8 STAINLESS STEEL BHCS //  RAZOR PIN //  BLUE, ORANGE & GREEN FIBER

AVAILABLE IN // RH, LH // .010”, .015”, .019”, .029”, .039”, .060”, .120” 
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THE ESSENTIAL
29mm ID//

4 RAZOR PIN POSITIONS // INTERCHANGEABLE LEVELS//

A 29mm inside diameter makes the Essential the perfect 
scope for any spot or indoor shooter.

Each scope is threaded to accept a variety of sunshades 
on the target side of the scope.

The included green, blue and red level can be swapped at 
a moment’s notice depending on a shooter’s preference.

The stock razor pin included with each scope can be 
easily moved to one of 4 different pin positions.

Mike Schloesser //

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SCOPE BODY // GREEN, RED & BLUE ACRYLIC LEVEL // 10-32 X 1 1/4” 18-8 STAINLESS STEEL BHCS // 10-32 X 2” 18-8 STAINLESS STEEL BHCS // RAZOR PIN //  BLUE, ORANGE & GREEN FIBER

AVAILABLE IN // PURPLE, RED, BLUE, BLACK // RH, LH // NO PIN, .010”, .015”, .019”, .029”, .039”, .060”, .120” 

SUNSHADE AND LENS COMPATIBLE //
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MULTIPLE COLOR OPTIONS//

SUNSHADE COMPATIBLE //

CNC MACHINED COMPONENTS //

8 PIN POSITION SYSTEM//

Each Flex scope includes a CNC machined scope body, 1 
step sunshade, smooth sunshade and MDR sunshade.

THE FLEX

Each scope is threaded to accept a variety of sunshades 
on the target side and eye side of the scope.

The pin can be easily moved to one of 8 different pin 
positions.

A 14.5mm inside diameter makes the Flex the ideal size 
for recurve archers.

CNC MACHINED COMPONENTS

Crispin Duenas //

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SCOPE BODY // SMOOTH SUNSHADE // 1 STEP SUNSHADE // MDR SUNSHADE //  FEATHER VISION CLARUS LENS //  APERTURE REDUCERS // INDEXED PIN IF CHOSEN 

AVAILABLE IN // RED, BLUE, PURPLE, BLACK // DOT KIT, .019”, .029”
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My Grandfather loved to talk.  Spending time with him consisted of a lot of listening, 
and I grew up hearing about dog tags, CNC machines, archery and most importantly the 

Navy. 
Wayne Herkness II was a proud American and a Navy man through and through.  A 1939 
graduate of the Naval Academy, he proved himself in “The War” by commanding two 

destroyers and successfully patrolling the Pacific with the same regimented discipline 
and attention to detail he later brought to The Damon Company.  

Mr. Herkness, as we called him at work, founded The Damon Company in 1964 and grew 
the business throughout the coming decades into a business built around producing the 

highest quality part possible, regardless of quantity, price or end use.  Mr. Herkness 
had a mechanical aptitude and engineering mindset that enabled the team at Damon 
Co to internally create machines that manufactured dog tags and other parts for the 

United States military, our allies and later Shrewd Archery.
While my dad, Sam, took over the title of President & CEO, Mr. Herkness continued in his 
role as Founder and was a staple at the Damon Co.  He patrolled the floors daily in his 
signature blazer, white shirt and American flag pin until he passed away at age 98.

Mr. Herkness believed in building a business centered on the people.  The employees 
were family and the products we produced were his greatest pride.  He never wavered 

from his belief in American manufacturing, led the business from the floor and was 
the first one to get his hands dirty and fix a problem.  He was an incredible man who 
accomplished much and left behind a legacy and a business that we’re all immensely 

proud to be a part of.  

Our History

Laven Newsom - 3rd Generation Damon Co / Shrewd Employee

USS MAYO //

Crew photo from May 1945 at Brooklyn Navy Yard //Crew photo from May 1945 at Brooklyn Navy Yard // Wayne Herkness II - center front row //



SCOPE
ACCESSORIES
Proudly built in the Blue Ridge Mountains
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SCOPE ACCESSORIES

Optum Ring System (ORS)
The Optum Ring System (ORS) for the Optum series scopes makes it possible for shooters to change pin positions, fiber color or fiber size by swapping 

between multiple rings in seconds.  Each ORS includes an exterior fiber wrap, adjustable fiber cover, two 8-32 threaded holes for light installation and 8 
pin positions.  Available in no pin, .010”, .015”, .019” and .029” options.

SCOPE ACCESSORIES

WHAT’S INCLUDED // OPTUM RING BODY  // TUBING FOR FIBER // FIBER COVER // PIN AND FIBER // MOUNTING SCREWS

Optum Scope Sunshades
An MDR (Metal Decal Ring), 1 step, 2 step and a long smooth sunshade are available for both the 35mm Optum scope and 40mm Optum scope.  

Sunshades thread into the scope, the Optum Ring System or the lens system.

Mini-Mag Scope Sunshades
An MDR (Metal Decal Ring), 1 step, long sunshade and lens compatible sunshade are available for the Mini-Mag scope.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SUNSHADES SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Nomad Scope Sunshades
An MDR (Metal Decal Ring), 1 step, 2 step, 3 step, long sunshades and lens compatible sunshades are available for both the 35mm Nomad and the 42mm 

Nomad.

60
WHAT’S INCLUDED // SUNSHADES SOLD INDIVIDUALLY WHAT’S INCLUDED // SUNSHADES SOLD INDIVIDUALLY



Feather Vision Verde Vitri Lenses
Feather Vision Verde Vitri Lenses are available in 2X, 3X, 4X, 5X, 6X, 7X, and 8X.  Each of our lenses comes fully encased in a lens housing and retainer ring 
to protect the glass and ensure quick and easy use.  Each lens housing is threaded to screw into a Shrewd scope and is threaded to allow for the use of 
a Shrewd sunshade.  The Verde Vitri design combines superior Zeiss supplied glass and coating using specifically designed curve structures similar to 

the Verde Plus lens.  Available for the Optum, Nomad, Mini-Mag and Essential scopes.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // LENS AND HOUSING // STORAGE BAG

68

SCOPE ACCESSORIES

Feather Vision Verde Plus Lenses
Feather Vision Verde Plus Lenses are available in 4X, 5X and 6X.  Each of our lenses comes fully encased in a lens housing and retainer ring to protect 

the glass and ensure quick and easy use.  Each lens housing is threaded to screw into a Shrewd scope and is threaded to allow for the use of a Shrewd 
sunshade. The advanced design combines superior Zeiss supplied glass, the latest Zeiss AR coating, and Zeiss manufacturing technology to provide an 

exceptionally clear lens.  Available for the Optum, Nomad, Mini-Mag and Essential scopes.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // LENS AND HOUSING // STORAGE BAG

Clear Target Lens
Clear Targets Doc’s Choice lens is available for the Mini-Mag and Essential scope in 4X.  Each lens comes fully encased in a lens housing and retainer 

ring to protect the glass and ensure quick and easy use.  Each lens housing is threaded to screw into a Shrewd scope and is threaded to allow for the 
use of a Shrewd sunshade.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // LENS AND HOUSING // STORAGE BAG

Feather Vision IR Perfectium Lenses
Feather Vision Perfectium Lenses are available in 4X, 5X and 6X.  Each of our lenses comes fully encased in a lens housing and retainer ring to protect 

the glass and ensure quick and easy use.  Each lens housing is threaded to screw into a Shrewd scope and is threaded to allow for the use of a Shrewd 
sunshade. The advanced design utilizes superior Zeiss vision care glass for excellent target clarity.  The latest Zeiss anti-reflective coating blocks a 

larger spectrum of wavelengths for minimum glare.  The lens coating is extra durable, easy to clean, hydrophobic, oleo phobic and anti-static.  Available 
for the Optum, Mini-Mag and Essential scopes.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // LENS AND HOUSING // STORAGE BAG
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Scope Mounting Rods
Available in 3/8” diameter and 1/2” diameter the threaded scope mounting rods securely mount Shrewd scopes on a variety of sights.  Sights include; 

Spot Hogg Fast Eddie, Spot Hogg Fast Eddie XL, Sure-Loc One 400, Sure Loc One 550, Axcel CX, Axcel CXL, Axcel AX2000, Axcel AX3000 and the Axcel XP.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // MOUNTING ROD

SCOPE ACCESSORIES

Scope Covers
Shrewd branded cloth scope cover with padded liner and diamond pattern stitching.  Available in 3 sizes; 4”x4”, 5”x”5 and 6”x 6”

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SCOPE COVERS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Vortex Flip Covers
Virtually indestructible, the Vortex Defender Flip Cap is available in three sizes to fit on Shrewd scopes and sunshades.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // FLIP COVERS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

SCOPE ACCESSORIES

Essential Scope Sunshades
To utilize the Essential sunshade system, a long sunshade (SMSSH291L), a lens and a long hooded sunshade must be used in conjunction.  Only long 

hooded sunshades (SMSSHESSENTIAL**) are available in colors.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SUNSHADES SOLD INDIVIDUALLY
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Sure-Loc / Swarovski Lens Adapter
The Sure-Loc / Swarovski lens adapters enable shooters to use a Sure-Loc / Swarovski lens on Shrewd scopes.  Adapters are available for Optum, Nomad, 

Mini-Mag and Essential scopes.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

SCOPE ACCESSORIES

Sight/Scope Cover
Shrewd branded cloth sight/scope cover with diamond pattern stitching and draw string closure.  Sight/scope cover is 6” x 8”.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Patriot Month
To celebrate America’s independence and Patriot Month at 
HQ we’re excited to introduce limited patriot editions of our 

most popular products every July.
In 2019 we introduced the Patriot Optum scope featuring 
a Freedom Blue scope body and the choice of a black or 

Crimson Red Optum Ring System.
Throughout the month of July, 10% of all web sales will be 

donated to a charity supporting America’s veterans and 
service members.

Check back in July for the 2020 edition of Patriot Month 
and our limited patriot edition products. 
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REMEDY
ARROW REST
Proudly built in the Blue Ridge Mountains
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BLADE CURB SYSTEM//

TOOL-LESS HORIZONTAL LOCKDOWN//

3/4” VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL ADJUSTMENT//

TEFLON ANODIZED FINISH//

A Teflon coated anodizing process provides a low friction, 
long lasting, durable finish and all stainless-steel 

hardware offers a more weather resistant assembly.

A tool-less lock on the horizontal axis allows for easy 
adjustment.  Each Remedy includes an extra horizontal 

knob with an included ND patch for added security.

The Blade Curb system adds a positive stop to the back 
edge of the blade and creates a solid reference point for 

consistent blade placement.

The Remedy features ¾” of vertical travel, horizontal 
travel and riser mount adjustment with precision laser 

marks on every axis.

REMEDY

TEFLON ANODIZED FINISH

TOOL-LESS LOCK ON THE HORIZONTAL AXIS

BLADE CURB SYSTEM

3/4” OF TRAVEL

WHAT’S INCLUDED // ARROW REST // 1 SPRING STEEL BLADE  // MOUNTING HARDWARE

AVAILABLE IN // BLACK // RH, LH // .008”, .010”, .012” // NARROW & WIDE
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GRIPS &
ACCESSORIES
Proudly built in the Blue Ridge Mountains
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COMFORT-TEC SEAT//

DETACHABLE ARROW TUBES//

DURAFLEX HARDWARE//

RIPSTOP NYLON//

Detachable arrow tubes are bolted to the side of the 
Sidekick chair for easy arrow storage and convenience.  
Rubber pads at top and bottom prevent arrow damage.

Durable fiberglass reinforced hardware offers maximum 
strength and adjustability with minimal added weight. 

MOLLE panel webbing on the back of the detachable bag 
allows for the addition of MOLLE compatible accessories.

Built entirely of ultra-tough ripstop fabric, all sewn 
components of the Sidekick are built to withstand 

abrasion and abuse.

THE SIDEKICK

DETACHABLE ARROW TUBES

DURAFLEX HARDWARE

MOLLE PANEL WEBBING

RIPSTOP NYLON
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Mathews® Grips
Mathews® low and standard grips fit all Mathews®  bows that come stock with the Engage, wooden or Focus grip.  Available in aluminum and delrin in RH 

and LH.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // GRIPS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Prime® Grips
The Prime® standard grip fits the Prime® Logic, Rival, Rize, STX, and MX.  Available in aluminum and delrin in RH.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // GRIPS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Hoyt® Grips
The Hoyt® Pro-Fit grip fits all Hoyt® bows with the Pro-Fit grip system.  Available in aluminum and delrin in RH and LH.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // GRIPS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

MAG (Mathews Adjustable Grip)
The M.A.G. (Mathews® Adjustable Grip) System is based upon a flat, aluminum grip body and allows shooters to add any one of the three included delrin 
plates. Delrin plates can be mounted with a positive or negative camber, all with the same two screws for ease of use. Getting the perfect grip angle 

has never been easier or more affordable.  Available in RH and LH.  Fits Mathews® bows that come stock with the wooden or Focus grip.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // GRIP BODY // 4 DEGREE INSERT // 8 DEGREE INSERT // 12 DEGREE INSERT // TWO - 4-40 FLATHEAD SCREWS

ACCESSORIES
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New Breed Grip
The ambidextrous New Breed® standard grip fits all New Breed® bows.  Available in aluminum.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // GRIPS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Elite® Grips
Elite® grip fits the Energy 35, Energy 32 and Synergy.  Available in aluminum and delrin in RH and LH.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // GRIPS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Nock Bushings
6061 aluminum nock bushings are available for a wide variety of arrows.  Available in standard and G nock.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SOLD BY THE DOZEN

ACCESSORIES

Stainless Steel Pint Cup

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SOLD INDIVIDUALLY
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Release Bag
Shrewd branded release bag with diamond pattern stitching, felt lined interior, drawstring closure and is molle panel compatible.

Hitch Covers
Powder coated aluminum hitch cover laser engraved with the Shrewd logo.

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

ACCESSORIES

WHAT’S INCLUDED // SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

Adapt Kit
The all new Adapt kit is the perfect gear organizer that is 
compact enough to fit in your bow case, Sidekick chair, or 

backpack.
Each Adapt Kit features a clamshell design with sealed 
compartments on either side and removable dividers to 

allow for adjustment of the compartment size.  
7.5” x 4.5” x 2”
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HUNTING
Proudly built in the Blue Ridge Mountains
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The Raid series hunting stabilizer is a carbon-based hunting stabilizer that utilizes the Truss 
Dampening System, a Limbsaver® Broadband dampener, and includes 2 ounces of interchangeable 

weight.  Limbsaver’s® Broadband dampener utilizes NAVCOM material to reduce up to 70% of 
vibration, while the Truss Dampening System does the rest.  Sound the horn; the Raid is coming.

Available in 7”, 9” and 12” lengths in the below finish options.

Raid Series
HUNTING STABILIZERS

BEEREAL
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